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About This Game

BLACKFAUN is a fast paced roguelike with RPG elements, it is built on the principles of skill-based, challenging combat and
replayability.

Players will join a faun tasked with a mysterious quest given to her by her parents. To prove her worth as heiress to the crown,
she must battle her way through unforgiving, randomly-generated dungeons on her journey of self-discovery. Along the way,
you will uncover an incredible variety of powerful items with over 100 mechanics and thousands of additional stat variations.

You’ll fight against cunning and relentless enemies that employ advanced tactics and abilities to exploit your weaknesses.

Featuring a different experience on each play-through, Blackfaun aims to deliver a unique experience built on a solid foundation
of fun, intense combat. Drawing inspiration from some of our favorite games, Blackfaun will bring dungeons to life with vibrant

colors, clean character designs, and a rich original soundtrack for a fully immersive experience.
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FORTY UNIQUE ENEMIES AND BOSSES

Battle your way through cunning and relentless enemies that employ advanced tactics and abilities to exploit your weaknesses.

PROCEDURALLY GENERATED DUNGEONS

Explore unforgiving, procedurally-generated dungeons as you help Eri on her journey of self-discovery. Enjoy endless hours of
Blackfaun fun as you experience new layouts on each playthrough.

A LARGE VARIETY OF DIFFERENT ITEMS

Along the way, you will uncover an incredible variety of powerful items with over 100 mechanics and thousands of additional stat
variations.

ORIGINAL STORY AND SOUNDTRACK

Unfold the relationship between Eri and her estranged brother, Pan, as each character shares their perspective of events. Their
mysterious journey is accompanied by a rich and original soundtrack.
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VANQUISH your foes as you brave your way through harsh environments, each with its own set of baddies that try to hinder
Eri in her quest for truth.

This isn’t your standard ARPG. You’ll be on the move dodging projectiles and melee attacks, pushing enemies out of your path,
turning ethereal, and making use of a huge variety of spell effects to stay alive against all kinds of creatures.
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DISCOVER tons of items that boost your ability to dispatch your foes! Blackfaun aims to deliver a replayable experience that
relies on play skill rather than time-played. As Eri, you will be collecting gear -- hidden throughout the environments and

guarded by fearsome boss monsters.
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In the process, balance your inventory by choosing between powerful stats and special abilities granted by different items. Be on
the lookout for consumables left behind by fallen enemies to help replenish your resources.

NAVIGATE a carefully crafted world -- goblin forests, haunted temples, dank sewers, and decadent palaces. Blackfaun places
emphasis on each individual playthrough as its own experience rather than a grind to the top of the level meter.
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EXPERIENCE the plot as it unfolds. Eri, along with her birth-rune, Lex, seek to uncover the meaning of the quest her parents
tasked her with. Eri is the heir apparent, but must complete her trial before she can claim the throne. On their journey, the two

encounter Pan -- Eri’s long-estranged brother. After dismissing him initially, Eri and Lex being to wonder about his intentions as
they try to parse his riddles.
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Title: Blackfaun
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Wild Guess Software
Publisher:
Wild Guess Software
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 400 or Equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Honestly, Battlepaths isn't up there with Maj'Eyal, The Pit and Dredmore, but its a surprisingly decent roguelike that can be
surprisingly difficult at times, especially against the end bosses.

My one main complaint that there's very little music.. Good old style classic game, brings back nostalgia feelings.

I originally bought the game due to seeing reviewers being\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665but ended up
plesantly suprised with a relatively fast but fun game. Piano puzzle didn't take me as long as others or stop me as I used my brain
to deduce the answer.

Overall, good experience, really fun to play and get those old school vibes from as well as a nice little puzzler.. Spent several
hours running through the current content, had quite a bit of fun! Developer is actively involved with the community in finding
and fixing reported bugs as soon as possible, always a +1 in my book. Very much enjoy the artwork, it's charming and colourful
and a nice change of pace from most other games. Will be watching this game develop with interest.. English:

This DLC is unop of the best because we are presented with these characters previously seen but this time they will show us
their journeys in the world of Grand Theft Auto IV and we are presented with an epic crossover between Niko Bellic, John and
Luis Lop\u00e9z,
if you liked GTA IV you should consider buying this DLC

Spanish:

Este DLC es unop de los mejores pues se nos presentan estos personajes ya antes visto pero en esta ocasi\u00f3n nos mostraran
sus travesias en el mundo del Grand Theft Auto IV y se nos presentan un epico crossover entre Niko Bellic,John y Luis
Lop\u00e9z,
si te gusto GTA IV deberias de considerar en comprarte este DLC. Bought this game when my small niece came over and i
wanted her to try VR, she absolutely loved it, i don't even need to guide her, she became naturally fluent with the game concept.
I tried few minutes myself and would understand why, this is a very light-hearted and fun mini game that is very much children
friendly. I would really recommend this game to anyone who has children and want to invite them into the world of VR!. i
♥♥♥♥ing suck at rhythm games but if youre good its good
because none of the music actually has rhythm in it
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Very poor game. Aside from the basic graphics, it fails at a number of simple hurdles - Nothing fancy, nothing complicated, just
the basics. For example, swapping on-pitch player positions mid-game counts as a substitution and prevents later subbing of
either player. Managerial careers have no challenge or excitement, games don't build any kind of tension and are mundane to
watch, and in the end the game simply lacks in every aspect. Will go searching for my refund immediately.. The new DLC
sneaking suit, the one from Snake Eater, isn't showing up in the game just yet, presumably from some type of bug.
Beta 1.0.4.3 Released - Sneaking Suit (NS) Bug Fixed If you'd like to participate in the beta, follow the steps outlined below:
Right-click on Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain in your Games List
Select Properties from the context menu that appears
Select the Betas tab from the new window that appears
Select ver_1.0.4.3 - fixed: Sneaking Suit (Naked Snake) from the drop-down list under "Select the beta you would like to opt
into"
Select Close
(Information taken from Metal Gear Solid Fan Club(Steam group)). fun fun fun.....
challenging enough, and takes some time to finish (no shortcuts)... maybe not so much as the time it took me ...... but some time.
you will get your money's worth, I would say.
23h and 190 game days.

The game is fun and has a good difficulty. The graphics serve their purpose, the audio is just fine, etc etc ;)

8/10. This game was really pleasing to me! The story was cute and the art style is really neat!
There's some replayability to this game with achievements, and reading through every item can be fun.
The characters are interesting and cute as well.. Pretty fun game, similiar to blaze rush, however one pretty neat feature that sets
it apart is the ability for anyone to join and use their tablet or phone as a gamepad.
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